
Our company is growing rapidly and is hiring for a marketing manager, italy. To
join our growing team, please review the list of responsibilities and qualifications.

Responsibilities for marketing manager, italy

Review and update category site content that may be part of the gateway
page, the store homepage, various category pages, brand stores and
boutiques
Using multiple content management systems, and working with browse
teams, set up new products and browse nodes which ensure accurate, up-to-
date and high-quality product detail across the category
Influence user interface design and ensure standard practices and processes
regarding the editorial style of the category are followed
Manage external content providers and coordinate content from internal and
external sources through an overall promotional calendar
Drive site improvements to completion by coordinating with project
managers, vendor managers, designers, and other content managers
Responsible for all product and feature launches -and related UX- from
business side, including set-up and tracking of performance and business
impact metrics
Work closely with the Senior Product Marketing Manager, the EU Program
Managers and other key international stakeholders on UX, drive adaptations
from performance perspective
Be the expert and champion of our customers in France, Spain and Italy,
through strong data driven and other local benchmarking insights
Identify and execute on new local/regional opportunities to engage new
Prime Video streamers
Own the localization (from messaging to designs and prioritized channels) of
campaigns for Originals and Exclusives like Man in The High Castle, Mozart In
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Qualifications for marketing manager, italy

Professional experience ideally in an online, retail, e-commerce environment
Experience in copy editing / copy writing is a plus
Bachelor degree in Marketing, Business or a related field of study
Solid track record in merchandising, online marketing, or ecommerce
Experience with web/mobile analytics programs , Site Catalyst, Google
Analytics
An avid consumer of online media, including books, movies, music, websites,
blogs, and other digital contents


